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●  Ohala's influential theory of dissimilation relies on coarticulation effects which are misinterpreted by the  
listener. For aspiration dissimilation, it implies that aspiration may stretch over the vowel in ChVCh.

●  However, two languages are found to reduce coarticulation precisely in ChVCh contexts:
Halh Mongolian and Aberystwyth English (AE).

● Garrett interprets aspiration reduction in Halh as another phonetic precursor of dissimilation, motivated by 
gestural organization or motor planning.
 
Research questions and goals of the study

●  Investigate the phonetic correlates of aspiration reduction in AbeE 
●  Discuss the implications for Ohala and Garrett's theories of dissimilation:

 why do speakers reduce aspiration in ChVCh contexts?
●  Nb. Preliminary results!

In a nutshell

  Listener oriented sound change. ex. Proto-Greek hekhɔ: > ekhɔ: [6-9]

 
Expected phonetic precursors and predictions

 1. Aspiration stretches over neighbouring segments (both directions)
 2. Aspiration coarticulation is a fortiori stronger in ChVCh contexts
 3. Dissimilation is as distant as is coarticulation

4. Dissimilation is categorical
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Ohala's theory of dissimilation

Coarticulation reduction in AE Discussion

  C2 pre-aspiration and breathiness are reduced when C1 is an aspirated consonant

ex. batter, patter, latter

 Both comparisons (lenis vs [spread glottis], [spread glottis] vs sonorant) are significant for pre-
aspiration (Mixed Effects Models; p < 0.05-0.0001) 

 and less consistently for breathiness [4].

→ Progressive dissimilation pattern
Future investigation: is C1 post-aspiration reduced as well? 

Pre-aspiration & post-aspiration = voiceless (primarily) glottal friction (Fig. 1)              Breathiness = voiced glottal friction (Fig. 2 & 3)
  

  English spoken in Aberystwyth, mid Wales

   Fortis stops:  ##Ch post-aspirated, medial Ch both pre- and 
post-aspirated [4]

→ Another language likely to display aspiration 
coarticulation

 → Speakers are likely to expect coarticulation and to    
hypercorrect ambiguous signals (Ohala).

 
 →  What exactly happens in AE ?

 There is evidence for a gradient, phonetic dissimilation phenomenon 
 The phonetic precursors of Ohala's theory are not always present
 We do not know whether the gradient dissimilation may lead to complete dissimilation, but 

if it does, not all dissimilations arise through Ohala's model.

 Is this phenomenon specifically related to pre-aspiration?
 No equivalent for post-aspirating languages is reported so far
 But for complete dissimilation, pre- and post-aspirating languages seem to behave alike.

In particular, direction of dissimilation looks independent of pre-/post-asp.

 Actually a problem for Ohala's theory (or any theory based on coarticulation): ChVhC is the 
configuration most likely to trigger coarticulation and misinterpretation 

 It's actually unclear how (much) post-aspirated Ch's affect preceding vowels and support 
Ohala's model.

 Does it look like motor planning inhibition?
 AE has progressive dissimilation, while motor planning errors should be regressive [3]  
 In Ch

1VCh
2, Halh reduces Ch

1, AE reduces Ch
2: if it is the same phenomenon, then motor 

planning does not seem to be the best account.

 Other interpretations 
 Contrast maintenance? 
 Vowel voicing preservation? Breathiness is less constrained than voicelessness  
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  Mongolian has pre-aspirated stops (post-aspirated in utterance-initial position) [10-11] 
  Pre-aspirating languages should be the best candidates for dissimilation: coarticulation expected in [ChVhC].
Dissimilation applied differently depending on the dialect. (s dissimilates; happens only across a short vowel) 

 

Halh presents a related pattern:       [tʰaɮ] average VOT    72 ms
   gradient aspiration reduction [tʰaʰtəx] 50 ms

[tʰɔs] 49 ms

→ Ohalian phonetic precursors to dissimilation are not always present.

  Interpretation
For Garrett, "this reduction of aspiration duration is obviously the precursor to complete deaspiration". [2-3] 

 → dissimilation may arise through different mechanisms
Reduction is gradient, so it cannot be Ohala's hypercorrection: he proposes motor planning inhibition 
Nb. motor planning effects should be regressive
 
  Problems
  Halh is precisely the dialect which did not undergo dissimilation. We cannot know whether aspiration 

reduction may lead to complete dissimilation, or whether it is what prevented complete dissimilation.
  Shouldn't motor planning errors be categorical?   

Proto-Mongolian
Most dialects, e.g. 

Chahar
Some Eastern dialects, 

e.g. Monguor
Halh

*ChVhC regressive dissimilation
progressive 
dissimilation

no dissimilation

*thatha tath-
but ʧʰɑ:s thita- thath-

Aberystwyth English
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Data
  ‘CVC and ‘CVCV words: 

bap, bat, back; lapper, latter, lacquer
  /a/, /e/, /ɪ/, /ʌ/, /ɒ/; only ‘CVC: /ʊ/, /ɑː/, /oː/
C2 = /p/, /t/, /k/ 
  C1 = 1. /p/, /t/, /k/; /h/  [1, 5]
        2.  /b/, /d/,/g/
        3. /m/, /n/, /l/, /ɹ/
        4. fricatives excluded (low number of tokens)
  12 female speakers born & raised in Aberystwyth
  each speaker 550-650 tokens per speaker in isolation 

and in a carrier sentence Say ___ once.

● Very few voiceless vowels
 3 categories of breathiness: 
1. No breathiness: 19 %
2. between 5-60 % of the vowel:

77 % 
3. 90-100 % of the vowel: 4 %

→ Multiple strategies are available:
speakers control coarticulation. 
Full coarticulation least frequent.

Vowel preservation

Halh Mongolian

 

Short vs. long vowels

regressive progressive

pre-asp Chahar Mongolian, Kashaya Monguor Mongolian

post-asp Sanskrit, Ancient Greek, Basque Harauthi, Quechua
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